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1 Introduction

Volcanic activity and explosive eruptions are major hazards and risks to local residents. These eruptions impact local economies (Tobin and Whiteford 2002; Dominey-Howes and Minos-Minopoulos 2004), and disrupt critical infrastructure, the environment, and aviation on a large scale (Kueppers et al. 2006). Monitoring, communicating, and mitigating perceived risk of ongoing volcanic activities require close attention to social, environmental, and political issues of importance at the local, national, regional and global levels.

Despite operational volcano surveillance using meteorological satellite, thermal remote sensing and infrared camera technologies, predicting a volcano’s hazardous activity and explosive eruption, with any accuracy, remains nearly impossible. Against this, volcanic hazards and risk literature identifies risk communication as critical (Tobin and Whiteford 2002; International Risk Governance Council 2005; Haynes et al. 2008; Leonard et al. 2008). However, systematic empirical inquiry regarding risk communication is lagging. Specifically, public perceptions of hazard, risk, and vulnerability can be more fully examined with emergent social media technologies, which have been used to transform traditional one-way government-to-citizen risk perception communications at the edge of disaster (i.e., geographically close to a hazard zone). In this research we are specifically interested in examining the emergent patterns of Twitter use of a particular hashtag #sinabung during the unfolding volcanic eruptions. Previous patterns of government use of Twitter have been characterized by dynamic and multi-directional (government-to-citizen, citizen-to-government, and citizen-to-citizen) risk communications during the 2013 Hurricane Sandy (Chatfield et al. 2014) and the 2013 Oklahoma tornado (Chatfield and Brajawidagda 2014), in comparison to the more dominant use of e-government websites for disaster response coordination (Jaeger et al. 2007), which are often characterized by static and one-way government-to-citizen risk communications.

In this study we examine three inter-related research questions: (1) How does government use e-government websites and Twitter to communicate risk perceptions as the disaster dynamically unfolds? (2) How do citizens living near the edge of disaster and the public at safe distances use Twitter hashtags to communicate their risk perceptions and concerns? And (3) How does (or can) the effective use of Twitter hashtags influence citizen-centric e-governance in risk communication and external political efficacy (or perceived government responsiveness and perceived fairness of government procedures and outcomes), especially under the uncertain and dynamically changing disaster conditions? In this paper, we define e-government as the use of information and communications technology (ICT) for citizens to interact with their government.
The use of Twitter and government websites will increase the communication flows to citizens, thereby, allowing them to update and improve information flows (Chatfield et al. 2013). We also believe that both platforms will have a positive impact on creating more citizen-centric e-governance, enabling citizens to become more involved in governance since information flows bi-directional.

This study examines these three research questions in the context of the disaster risk communications practice, during the Mt. Sinabung eruptions of February 2014 in Indonesia, which resulted in 16 deaths and continuous evacuations of 30,000 local residents. Some of the evidence presented in this paper show avoidable deaths of the curiosity-seekers (local students) and the return of the evacuees to safeguard their homes 1 day before the sudden eruptions, both occured despite the fact the government’s own website retained the same highest alert status. The effects of the disaster were made worse by the lack of active and effective use of Twitter by government agencies in charge of risk communications and dissemination of such information to the public. Unlike the case of #sandy, Indonesian disaster management agencies and government officials were much slower to effectively use #sinabung created by Indonesian citizens. New communication tools such as Twitter are difficult to deploy during crisis communication, unless government agencies use such tools during ordinary times to engage with citizens (Chatfield et al. 2014). The Indonesian governments had a profound sense of detachment and disengagement from the enfolding crisis. Many Western newspapers, such as the New York Times, reported the confusion among the evacuees and the local citizens after the deaths of the students who went up to see the eruptions.

In this paper, we critically examined uses of e-government websites and social media, specifically Twitter, which facilitated or inhibited communications of risk perceptions by governments, the affected villagers, and the Indonesian public at large. We also examined the use of Twitter #sinaung by citizens at the edge of disaster and citizens at safe distances to share their risk perceptions communications and concerns. Based on our key findings, we discuss the important roles of citizen-centric e-governance in overcoming time-critical multi-stakeholder risk communication challenges. Specifically, we discuss the potential beneficial impacts of implementing citizen-centric e-governance to improve external political efficacy in volcanic risk communications and empower citizens living at the edge of disaster to take appropriate action.

External political efficacy is defined as citizens’ perceived government responsiveness to their demands and concerns (Parent et al. 2005; Anderson 2010) and as citizens’ perceived fairness of government procedures and outcomes (Craig et al. 1990). An individual’s external self-efficacy describes their ability to appraise what they are capable of performing and is said to be critical to know in hazard preparedness (Paton and Johnston 2001). Here the construct of citizen-centric
e-governance aims to examine issues of external political efficacy more comprehensively by addressing not only citizens’ perceived government responsiveness (Parent et al. 2005; Anderson 2010), but also citizens’ perceived fairness of government procedures and outcomes (Craig et al. 1990). While the former has been found to influence citizens’ trust in government, the latter seems to matter to citizens’ perceived fairness of mass evacuation policies and logistics. There is little research that examines self-efficacy and volcanic disasters (Davis et al. 2005), with no research, that we are aware, examining this in the content of Twitter hashtags.

The structure of this paper is organized as follows: the next section presents our theoretical foundations of citizen-centric e-governance which will address external political efficacy more comprehensively. The third section presents a review of the literature on volcanic hazards and risk, disaster risk governance, and risk perception communication in a specific domain of disaster management in e-government research. In the fourth section, we present a specific disaster background on the February 1, 2014 eruption of Indonesia’s volcanic mountain Mt. Sinabung. In the fifth section, we describe our research methods. In the sixth section, we present key research findings. In the seventh section, we discuss how our findings answer our three research questions. In this section, we also present our conclusions, including the research limitations of this study.

2 Theoretical Foundation: Citizen-Centric E-Governance and Social Media

The conception of citizen-centric e-governance articulated by Reddick (2011a) underscores the importance of empowering ordinary citizens to engage in democratic governance through the use of the Internet and other emergent social media network technologies such as Twitter. Citizen-centric e-governance represents a significant shift from prior e-government and public administration studies on “e-participation,” “e-governance,” or general use of the Internet in government. Citizen-centric e-governance provides the new ability to transform the government-to-citizen and the citizen-to-citizen relationships (Reddick 2011a; Linders 2012). It also provides networked ordinary citizens with the new virtual public spheres – for example social media networks in government – through which they can influence (or even co-produce) innovations in political institutions, and hence help government move away from traditional supply-side, government-centric provision and delivery of public services, towards more demand-side, citizen-centric public services for greater citizen satisfaction and participation (Reddick 2005; Gauld et al. 2010; Reddick 2011b). Citizen-centric
e-governance helps government more clearly understand citizens’ diverse needs to facilitate government innovation and redesign e-government services: for example, one-way access to government data and policy information and two-way interaction and transaction with government (Reddick 2004).

The focus on citizen-centric e-governance in this article underscores the critical importance of government in creating greater government transparency and accountability through citizen engagement. Simultaneously, it recognizes the potential social and political power net-savvy ordinary citizens can provide government in achieving the goals of increased government transparency and external political efficacy through greater opening of government policy formulation and policy implementation. The theory of citizen-centric e-governance thus aims to explain the postulated theoretical relationships between external political efficacy and citizen-centric e-governance. Here the theory of citizen-centric e-governance holds that citizens and their faith and trust in government will likely develop in response to their perceived fairness of political procedures and outcomes and their perceived government responsiveness. From this, the theory can explain how citizens, specifically net-savvy citizens, can influence public affairs and policy. Citizen-centric e-governance is the effective and collaborative use of information technology (IT) to enhance the ability of citizens to democratically engage with political discourse and decision-making and hence influence meaningful change in public policy decisions.

Social media refers to online tools that enable interactions between users and allows them to share information, opinions, and interests (Khan et al. 2014). Compared to traditional news media communication (particularly radio/TV, word of mouth, telephone), social media use by citizens can enable more citizen-centric e-governance. Traditional emergency management news has the government or press officer providing uni-directional release of information to the public as the event unfolds. Social media such as Twitter, provides for bi-directional information flows as the disaster unfolds (Palen 2008) and more recently, multi-directional disaster information sharing using Twitter hashtags. As example was the use of #sandy during the 2012 Hurricane Sandy in the US (Chatfield et al. 2014). Twitter has become a dominant communication platform in social crisis situations (Oh et al. 2013). Social media enables citizens in disasters to actively engage in the creation or co-production of information, rather than being passive information consumers (Sutton et al. 2008). The use of social media platforms by citizens in Taiwan illustrated citizen-centric e-governance in action during the 2009 Hurricane Morakot. Its use first started organically among citizens and was then quickly adopted by the government as a communication and intelligence-gathering platform during the response (Tseng et al. 2011). While an important issue with the use of interactive social media, such as Twitter, is that unreliable retweets may give incorrect information (Acar and Muraki 2011), social media is
said to enhance situational awareness of victims during a crisis because the near instant updates that it provides (Yin et al. 2012).

3 Literature Review

3.1 Volcanic Hazards and Risk

The impact of volcanic eruptions on local communities has a long scholarly history (Annen and Wagner 2003). Volcanic eruptions can emit large amounts of rock fragments, pyroclastic flows and superheated ash plumes, large toxic clouds of sulphur dioxide (SO₂) gases, into the atmosphere (Loyola et al. 2008; Marti and Felpeto 2010). Volcanic eruptions are major natural hazards not only to public health of local residents, but also to the critical infrastructure, the local economy, and the aviation community and regional aviation safety (Thomas and Watson 2010). While volcanic studies have shown some progress towards understanding volcanic hazards and mitigating their risks (Fee and Matoza 2013), predicting its hazardous activity and explosive eruption, with any accuracy, remains nearly impossible, even with the use of meteorological satellite and ground-based thermal remote sensing and infrared camera technologies to monitor and sustain operational volcano surveillance. Research shows that volcanic threats are shaped by complex interactions between perception and risk associated with volcanic hazards, cultural beliefs and socioeconomic constraints (Lavigne et al. 2008). The typical responses to volcanic hazards are governed by managing communications of uncertainty (Barclay et al. 2008). The difficulty is that volcanic risk perception and communication research shows that not everyone living near a volcano will understand or accept the risks (Kelman and Mather 2008).

Table 1 below shows the previous 18 major explosive volcanic eruptions with the estimated human deaths of 1000 or more, during the period from 1900 to 2012 (http://www.emdat.be/search-details-disaster-list). Of the 18 eruptions, eight (or nearly 45%) of them occurred in Indonesia, which claimed a total of 22,853 Indonesian lives. The large death toll is linked to volcanic areas often being fertile for farming and the population density near the fertile volcanic risk areas is high in developing countries. In contrast, some other countries, such as Iceland and Japan, which have been subjected to earthquakes and volcanic eruptions but have low population density nearest the volcanic risk areas, are not appearing in this Table. For the same period, there were 34 explosive eruptions, which resulted in the human deaths of at least 100. Of the 34 eruptions, the most recent eruption occurred in Mt. Merapi, Indonesia, in 2010, causing 322 human deaths.
Table 1: Volcanic Eruptions: Database Research 1900–2012.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Country, Volcano</th>
<th>Number of Deaths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1902</td>
<td>Martinique, Mt. Pelee</td>
<td>30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1902</td>
<td>Guatemala, Mt. Santa Maria</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Indonesia, Mt. Kelud</td>
<td>5500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>Philippines, Mt. Taal</td>
<td>1335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Indonesia, Mt. Kelud</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>Guatemala, Mt. Santiaguito</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>Indonesia, Mt. Merapi</td>
<td>1369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Indonesia, Mt. Merapi</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>Colombia, Mt. Purace</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>Mexico, Mt. Paricutin</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>Indonesia, Mt. Merapi</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>Papua New Guinea, Mt. Lamington</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Indonesia, Mt. Agung</td>
<td>1584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Indonesia, Mt. Kelud</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Mexico, Mt. El Chichon</td>
<td>17,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Colombia, Mt. Nevado Del Ruiz</td>
<td>21,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Cameroon, Mt. Lake Nyos</td>
<td>1746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Indonesia, Mt. Merapi</td>
<td>5800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


While natural hazards cannot be prevented, governments can often mitigate disaster risk by providing timely and actionable information using early detection warning systems. Disaster early detection and warning systems provide this important information (Chatfield et al. 2013), through authorized government agencies, to enable citizens exposed to hazard to take effective action, avoid or reduce their risk, and prepare for effective response (http://grid2.cr.usgs.gov/siouxfalls/publications/Early_Warning.pdf).

3.2 Disaster Risk Governance

The impact of large, regional natural disasters, such as 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami, 2005 Hurricane Katrina, 2010 Haiti Earthquake, 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake, and 2012 Hurricane Sandy, has extensively overwhelmed the response capacity of local government agencies (Chatfield and Brajawidagda 2014; Chatfield et al. 2014).

There has been a widespread recognition, within the public sector, the private sector, academia, the media, and society at large, that the complexity
and interdependence in disaster risk issues made it increasingly more difficult for governments and communities to develop and implement effective disaster risk governance strategies (International Risk Governance Council 2005). Against this, the International Risk Governance Council (IRGC) has developed a comprehensive Disaster Risk Governance Framework (see Figure 1), which has been fully or partially adopted in a number of countries worldwide.

The framework identifies five phases, of which the final phase, Communication, is “of the utmost importance” because effective communication is the key to creating public trust in disaster risk management (International Risk Governance Council 2005: p. 14). It must be noted that while the construct of Communication is identified as the fifth phase, effective communication is critically important in performing and managing efficiently and effectively the preceding phases in the Assessment Sphere and Management Sphere.

The research in this paper is particularly concerned with the actual use and impact of Twitter in the interface between Risk Appraisal and Communication. As Figure 1 shows that the Risk Appraisal phase processes consist of risk assessment and concern assessment as a guide to our research. While the social science conceptions of risk assessment are widely known in disaster management communities (Carlino et al. 2008), the concern assessment needs some explanation. The concern assessment consists of exploring and identifying heterogeneous risk perceptions held by different stakeholders, indicating that, for example, risk perceptions held by a given government agency in Jarkata may not be the same as those held by villagers living near the volcanic mountain or tourists visiting Indonesia who are curious about an enfolding disaster event.

Extant government reports on the 2005 Hurricane Katrina (Government Accountability Office 2006a,b) and the 2009 Victorian bushfires in Australia (Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission 2010) provide clear evidence that disaster communication governance deficits contributed to the slow disaster response and recovery operations and the erosion of public trust in government disaster management.

3.3 Risk Perception Communications

Risk perceptions are how the public understands threats and protects against them (Perry and Lindell 2008). The important role played by effective risk perception communication in volcanic hazards and risk literature is consistent with that found in the tornado hazards and risk literature (Bird et al. 2009). Research shows that the most effective response during a volcanic crisis not only depends upon the public’s knowledge of the emergency plan, but their perception of the
Figure 1: Disaster Risk Governance Framework.
risk of this hazard to them (Bird et al. 2009). The current literature on volcanic risk management still often focuses on hazard prevention and mitigation and tends to discuss less the important social context of risk perception communication (Gaillard 2008). In order to understand volcanic risk perceptions, we must understand the broader social environment (Gaillard and Dibben 2008). Research shows that the public’s perception of risk has been linked to proximity to the source of a hazard, perceptions of the likelihood of future disasters, and past experience in disasters (Gregg et al. 2004).

In looking at trust in government, which is related to higher external political efficacy, research on volcanic risk shows that scientists and emergency responders were trusted the most, while government is the least trusted (Haynes et al. 2008). In a review of the literature, public participation is the most effective means to create greater awareness of potential disaster risks, to enhance trust in public authorities, and to encourage citizens to take on more personal responsibility for disaster preparedness and planning (Wachinger et al. 2013). There are various models that look at hazard risk for members of a community, with demographic factors such as age, gender, and race providing some of the best predictors (Lindell et al. 2009). Research shows that those living close to volcanic risk, especially the young, are more aware of the risks, most likely through education programs (Carlino et al. 2008). For mitigating hazard risk in a volcanic crisis, research indicated that it is important to have greater civic engagement of citizens (Paton et al. 2008). A low risk perception may lull residents into a false sense of security and cause them to underestimate the threat level. Much of the research focuses on residents and their adjustments to hazards as recommended by government (Terpstra et al. 2009). This study focuses on risk perceptions of citizens – both citizens at the edge of disaster and the public at safe distances.

In prior research on the use of Twitter for crowd sourcing examining tornado risk information (Chatfield and Brajawidagda 2014) indicates that tornadoes even under favorable climate conditions are difficult to detect and predict accurately even with advanced network of integrated NEXRAD (Next Generation Weather Radar) WSR-88D (Weather Surveillance Radar – 1988 Doppler) (Bieringer and Ray 1996). Given such short warning lead times, prior research on tornado warnings even argues that early warnings which do not reach the citizens and motivate their appropriate responses are not very valuable, even if they are accurate and timely (Doswell et al. 1999). Citizens tend to not take appropriate action before and during tornados despite the government warnings. (Doswell et al. 1999).

Examining the volcanic hazards and risk literature found evidence for variances in the levels of perceived risk among the community survey respondents in the contexts of the 1995 Ruapehu eruption (Johnston et al. 1999) and ongoing volcanic hazard of Mt. Tungurahua in Ecuador (Tobin and Whiteford 2002). This
evidence is consistent with the survey results found on the variances in disaster risk perceptions and misperceptions among the US government survey participants in the e-government literature (Rahm and Reddick 2011). These consistent findings from the different disciplines suggest the challenge in clearly communicating disaster risk perceptions not only among government cross-jurisdictions, but also between the government and citizens. Prior e-government research suggests important factors that can improve external political efficacy, which are citizens’ trust in government (Parent et al. 2005), management capacity (Reddick 2009), and citizen-centric e-governance (Reddick 2011a).

From our explained theoretical foundations of citizen-centric e-governance, one can note that volcanic eruptions are hazardous and risky to communities. Risk governance and risk management are undertaken to make these communities safe. One aspect of good disaster risk governance and disaster management is a well informed and risk aware community who trust, understand, and act on early warnings and risk perception communications of public authorities. Perception of volcanic risk is influenced by many factors including trust and awareness. Therefore, good governance will find ways of effective and trustworthy engagement and communication with communities. Lastly, citizen-centric e-governance is one new mechanism that is under explored but potentially relevant in this case of Indonesia’s Mt. Sinabung volcanic eruption.

4 Disaster Background

Geographically, Indonesia consists of 13,466 islands, including 5 big islands (http://www.bakosurtanal.go.id/). The nation has 137 active volcanoes with more than 5 million people living at the edge of these volcanic hazards and potential disaster risk areas (http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gunung_Sinabung).

4.1 Mt. Sinabung Eruptions

Indonesia’s Mt. Sinabung (elevation 2460 m) is marked by the brown locator, A, on Figure 2 below. It is located in Karo Regency (or local government jurisdiction), North Sumatra Providence (or state government jurisdiction), which was very close to the epicenter of the 2004 mega-earthquake that triggered the Indian Ocean Tsunami. It last erupted in 2010. More recently it has been erupting superheated clouds of ashes daily from November 1, 2013 to February 28, 2014, which necessitated government mandated evacuations of more than 30,000 local residents living within the 5 km of the volcano to safe evacuation shelters.

Figure 3 below shows a night-time photo of the continuous explosive eruptions of Mt. Sinabung on February 1, 2014.

### 4.2 Indonesia’s Volcanic Risk Management Agencies

At the national government level in Indonesia, the government agency responsible for monitoring and assessing volcanic hazards and disaster risk mitigation is the Centre for Volcanology and Geological Hazard Mitigation (PVMBG). On a regular basis, the PVMBG conducts a series of research and scientific observations on the seismic and volcanic activity to issue scientific reports, volcanic activity alerts and volcanic eruption warnings to the President’s Office, the National Disaster Management Agency (BNPB), local disaster-related government agencies, and local and provincial governments, where active volcanoes are located within their jurisdictions.

The PVMBG uses four levels of alerts on volcanic hazards and risk (see Table 2) to communicate its risk perceptions and calls for associated actions to other government agencies responsible for disaster management (http://www.vsi.esdm.go.id/).
With every change in the level of alertness, it issues a formal and scientific risk communication to the National Disaster Management Agency (BNPB). However, the PVMBG’s risk communication is not aimed to inform the public
directly. Its scientific and technical risk information content makes it almost impossible for the public, including those who are highly educated, to fully understand the risk communication. PVMBG publishes risk perceptions using the categories presented in Table 2, which are viewed by other central government agencies and mass media. Then BNPB communicates with citizens since PVMBG is a scientific body and its specialized language, which is difficult for the average citizen to understand given the scientific language of the documents. Instead, the risk communication is used by disaster management agencies such as BNPB to perform their comprehensive disaster management cycle activities: Preparedness, Response, Recovery and Risk Mitigation. Unlike the PVMBG, the BNPB is legally mandated to communicate its risk perceptions at the edge of disaster to the vulnerable communities, as well as the media and the general public.

5 Research Methods

5.1 e-Government Website Analysis

In order to answer the first research question raised in this article: (1) How does government use e-government websites and Twitter to communicate risk perceptions as the disaster dynamically unfolds? We first examined and identified relevant disaster management agencies’ official websites at all levels. Specifically for volcanic hazards and risk communication, we found two national-level government agencies responsible for hazards and risk assessment and risk communications: Centre for Volcanology and Geological Hazard Mitigation (PVMBG) (www.vsi.esdm.go.id) and National Disaster Management Agency (BNPB) (www.bnpb.go.id). Next, we performed content analysis of these two agencies’ e-government websites (in Indonesian) through the use of two independent reviewers; both of whom are Indonesian Ph.D. students studying in Australia. Specifically, we gathered data on the government agencies’ risk perception communications on Mt. Sinabung eruptions.

This website content analysis approach is appropriate for this research, since the government websites are formally moderated by the government agencies and the website content represents the government-centric risk communications. It would enable us to understand how these government agencies responsible for hazards and risk communications actually communicated their perceived risks of the ongoing volcanic hazards and risk to the vulnerable local residents, citizens and society at large. Finally, we also examined the website risk communication
content at the local government level, with special attention paid to that of the Karo Providence government where Mt. Sinabung is located.

5.2 High-Level Twitter Use by Indonesian Citizens

With 271 million monthly active users and 500 million tweets sent per day worldwide in 2014, Twitter supports 35 different languages (Twitter 2014). While the US still clearly dominates the Twitter market today, the use of Twitter outside the US has shown significant growth over recent years (Sysomos 2010). The Indonesian Twitter market is remarkably large with 9 million Indonesian users on Twitter, and Jakarta’s Twitter users post 2.4% of the 10.6 billion tweets annually worldwide. This high level of Twitter adoption and diffusion in Indonesian society is not surprising given Indonesia’s large population of over 240 million vis-à-vis 300 million in the US (Sadowski 2014). Indonesia was Asia’s leader with 5,616,000 Twitter users based on the 2009 data (Sysomos 2010). More recently, Indonesia ranks fifth in the world in the number of active users on Twitter, only behind the US, Brazil, Japan, and the UK (Semiocast 2012). It is noteworthy that, the study by Semiocast, a market and opinion research company, shows that Indonesia has registered the second largest surge in terms of the number of the new Twitter accounts created during the first half of 2012, with the US showing the largest gains. The same study also shows that Jakarta, the capital of Indonesia, ranks the first on the list of the top 20 cities on Twitter in terms of the number of posted tweets, ahead of other mega cities of Tokyo, London, São Paulo, and New York (Semiocast 2012).

As we clearly indicated earlier, the risk information flows from the only official source in Indonesia, that is, PVMBG. Certainly, national mass media and local radio sources have an impact on information dissemination to citizens. Given the information flows are very structured and hierarchical in Indonesia, the use of Twitter plays a significant role providing bottom up information from citizens. Here the volume of Twitter communications are not an issue; but as a complementary source of risk perceptions. As we pointed out earlier, risk perceptions vary among different stakeholders. Even within the single government organization, contradictions were observed.

5.3 Social Network Analysis

Social network analysis (SNA) has been used in e-government (Chung and Chatfield 2011), early disaster warnings and disaster preparedness (Chatfield
et al. 2013; Chatfield and Brajawidagda 2014) and disaster response (Cheong and Cheong 2011; Chatfield et al. 2014). The utility of SNA is to enable researchers to uncover the underlying (dynamically) changing structure and connectivity of ad hoc online social networks through an examination of nodes and links between those nodes. The SNA can help with understanding roles of central big nodes with highly connected links in exerting social and political influence within the online social networks (Chatfield and Brajawidagda 2012; Chatfield et al. 2014). Salient information and knowledge, such as interrelationship (Bales et al. 2008; Ying 2010), effective communication (Cheong and Cheong 2011), and behavior of a network (Baggio 2008) can be extracted for further analysis through the analysis of nodes and their inter-relationships. In the SNA, visualization of the structure and connectivity along the spatial and temporal dimensions is important for generating insights and predictions of a social phenomenon such as risk perception communications among stakeholders. Therefore, a social network graph is used to capture and represent a social network composed by nodes and links. More often than not, nodes represent actors—either individuals or organizations—within a social network, whereas links represent relationships, connections, information flows, communications or intelligence exchanges among the actors. A social network graph enables us to visualize big data and complex information flows for a general overview and initial interpretations.

We collected the specific theme tweets using #snabung since we are specifically interested in the tweet content related to the eruptions. Our data collection period was from November 1, 2013 to February 28, 2014, which includes the February 1 Mt. Sinabung eruption. Python programming language is used to search and download tweets from topsy.com website, a Twitter certified social search and analytics company which maintains a comprehensive index of user-generated social media content. Excel spreadsheets are used to analyze the download data. With these software tools, the salient node level and network level measurements of ad hoc online social networks were computed from the existing nodes. For example, we calculated node level measurements in this study: big nodes as nodes with a large number of followers and in-degree centrality as the number of nodes connected to a central node. We also calculated network level measurements such as density, diameter, weakly connected components, strongly connected components and average path length. The size of a social network is determined by the number of nodes. The strength or weakness of network connectedness is represented by the number of the links between the nodes. The density of a social network refers to the degree of dyadic connections in a social network, indicating how fully the network is inter-connected. The diameter of a network is the largest distance of any dyadic pair of nodes in the network. While the weakly connected component represents the number of one-way communications among
the nodes, the strongly connected component represents the number of the nodes with two-way communications (Chatfield et al. 2014).

In order to answer the first and second research questions, we downloaded 19,394 tweets with the use of software tools which crawl, search, and randomly capture the posted tweet data from the tweet database of Topsy.com. In this study we specifically focused on a social network analysis of tweets posted by Twitter users via the use of a specific hashtag #sinabung. Hashtag use enables efficacy in searching a specific topic of interest among the big tweet data on Twitter. Twitter promotes the use of specific hashtags to optimize search strategies for finding specific topics of shared interest. In our study, the hashtag #sinabung indicates specific topic interests related to Mt. Sinabung eruptions. Our tweet data collection was conducted through searching the tweet database of Topsy.com, a third party, since the Twitter policy limits the volume of tweets for download. The tweet data collection period was for the duration of 1 month; from January 4, 2014 to February 4, 2014, inclusive of the date of the Mt. Sinabung eruptions. During the data collection period, 79,000 tweets were posted using #sinabung. Hence, we strategically focus on #sinabung users – those Twitter users who are particularly interested in the discourse on volcanic eruptions at this Indonesian mountain rather than #worldcup or other topical hashtags.

The number of tweets we analyzed (19,394 tweet dataset) represents 24% of the 79,000 tweets posted, with the #sinabung embedded in a tweet, during the period of our tweet data collection. Like survey research and case study research, the optimal research design is to randomly (in the case of survey research) or strategically (in the case of theory development case study research) draw a sample of sufficient size relative to the population size, when the study of the entire population is not economical or feasible due to research resource constraints.

Of the 19,394 tweets collected, we identified 5145 unique Twitter account holders (individuals or organizations officially registered their unique accounts with Twitter) who were using the specific hashtag #sinabung. This implies that on average the 5145 Twitter hashtag users posted approximately 3.8 tweets during 1 month, the period of our data collection period. We define perceived active #sinabung users (or big nodes) by measuring the number of their tweet followers. While the larger number of followers does not always indicate the level of social influence they exert in their online social networks formed by the hashtag users, the perceived active users can be used as a proxy for their perceived contribution to the Twitter-mediated risk.

Moreover, of the 5145 unique #sinabung users, we found that 4036 of them (or 78%) had voluntarily disclosed the geographical location information in their Twitter profiles. This geographical location information refers to where their Twitter account was registered in their Twitter profiles, not the actual locations
where they posted their #sinabung tweet. Of the 4036 #sinabung users’ disclosed locations, we could accurately identify only 2941 discernible geographical locations. Some unidentifiable location information was found, including “in your heart,” “on earth,” “in a beautiful country” or “21 Melati Street.” Of the 2941 #sinabung users, 2745 (or 93%) of them are from Indonesia, whereas the rest (196 or 7%) are distributed across US, Canada, Europe (UK, Scotland, and Netherland), Asia (Japan, Malaysia, Thailand, and Philippines), and Australia. Therefore, for this research we analyzed 2745 (or 53.4%) #sinabung users’ disclosed geographical locations. Of the 2745 Indonesian #sinabung users, 532 #sinabung users are distributed in the North Sumatra Providence where Mt. Sinabung is located.

6 Findings: Risk Perception Communications

In this section, we answer the first two research questions raised in this article. In answering the first question we describe our key findings on government risk communications via e-government websites and via Twitter. In answering the second question, we first present our key findings on risk perception communications via Twitter’s user-generated special hashtag #sinabung among citizens at the edge of disaster within the geographical proximity to the volcanic eruptions. Next we present our key findings on risk perception communications via #sinabung by the Indonesian public.

6.1 Government Risk Communications via E-government Websites

The PVMBG website was updated daily in November 2013 to show some significantly increasing geological activities at Mt. Sinabung. However, the government risk perceptions radically changed since 10 am (local time) on November 24, 2013. Table 3 below shows this shift on the third row (in bold font for emphasis). It shows that the level of alertness status of Mt. Sinabung was elevated to the highest level IV (red level). This risk communication signals the need to execute the full evacuation within some high-risk geographical areas. The evacuation of approximately 30,000 local residents was governed and managed by the BNPB (see Background section on BNPB).

The website indicates the evacuation of four regencies to safe evacuation shelters. The four regencies encompass fifteen villages and two sub-villages within the 5 km radius of the volcano, which was declared by Indonesian government as
off limits to the local villagers, tourists and other visitors. However, the website as of January 31, 2014, 1 day prior to the Mt. Sinabung eruptions, shows that those who live outside the 5 km mandatory evacuation zone could return to their home and resume their normal living but still must respect the off limits zone. Furthermore, the same government website informs, on the day of the eruptions, that some evacuees and local government officials may be allowed to briefly return to the off limits zone for the inspection of damage to their houses. It must be noted that these two risk communications to the public were posted while the alertness status of Mt. Sinabung (elevated to the Level IV) remained in effect.

### 6.2 Government Risk Communications via Twitter

As discussed earlier in our Background section, the BNPB is responsible for communicating information about hazards and disaster risk, informing the current status of the volcano directly to the public via its e-government website and via its news release to the mass media. As discussed earlier, it totally depends on the PVMBG risk assessment to inform the public about the latest volcanic hazards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date (dd/mm/yy)</th>
<th>Status of Alertness</th>
<th>Policy &amp; Government Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3/11/13</td>
<td>Level II</td>
<td>– The off limits evacuation zone is 3 km radius of the volcano top. – The local villagers are permitted to do normal activities within the off limits zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/11–13</td>
<td>level II to level III</td>
<td>– Limited socialization in hazardous areas – Readiness for evacuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24/11/13</td>
<td>Level III to Level IV</td>
<td>– Full evacuation ordered – Off limits zone escalated to 5 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31/1/14</td>
<td>Level IV</td>
<td>– Evacuees remain in safe shelters – Off limits zone remains 5 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31/1/14</td>
<td>Level IV</td>
<td>– Local residents (13,828 evacuees) from 16 villages farther outside the 5 km off limits zone from the volcano top are allowed to return to their homes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2/14</td>
<td>Level IV</td>
<td>– Some evacuees and local government officials may be allowed to briefly return to the off limits zone for the inspection of damage to their houses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2/14-current</td>
<td>Level IV</td>
<td>– Government agencies are concerned with the growing number of evacuees in the safe shelters.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and risk of Mt. Sinabung. More recently, the BNPB adopted risk perception communications via Twitter.

For example, a tweet was posted by the BNPB on January 31st, 2013 – 1 day before the February 1 explosive eruption – to remind the public that the 5 km radius off limits evacuation zone remains in effect. In the same tweet, however, the BNPB declares no significant increase in risk from Mt. Sinabung eruption within the 5 km radius evacuation zone. In another tweet issued at 2 pm on January 31, 1 day before the volcanic eruption, the BNPB communicated that those who live further down on the mountain and outside the 5 km radius evacuation zone, except the except the village of Kutatengah, can return to their homes. As the BNPB tweeted the website news on January 31, 2014, as many as 13,828 evacuees from Mt. Sinabung were returned to their homes.

Importantly, based on our analysis of the tweets in this study, there is no evidence for bi-directional or multi-directional risk communications using #sinabung on the volcanic hazards and risk among the BNPB, the PVMBG, the local governments, the affected local residents, the local communities nearest the affected mountain villages, and the public. Rather it seems that the BNPB used Twitter to maintain traditional top-down and one-way disaster risk communications. The government did not use a hashtag to communicate about the disaster and did not monitor, from what we are aware, the #sinabung hashtag created by citizens. In contrast, prior study on the use of Twitter during and in the immediate aftermath of the 2012 Hurricane Sandy in the US has documented evidence for the active multi-directional conversations among the government agencies and the public on collaborating together to mitigate the devastating disaster impacts to the affected citizens and communities, such as addressing risk perceptions and social concerns about the availability of warm shelters for the affected (Chatfield et al. 2013).

### 6.3 Citizens’ Risk Perception Communications via Twitter

In order to answer the second question we raised in this research, we first identified the geographical locations of the 532 networked citizens living at the edge of disaster in North Sumatra Province. They communicated using the #sinabung to respond to the unfolding disaster. In Figure 4, we mapped the geographical distribution of the #sinabung users within the local area impacted by the explosive eruption of Mt. Sinabung. Figure 4 shows Mt. Sinabung and the affected area marked by the red, orange and yellow circles, whereas the #sinabung users are shown with the light green circle. Again, the relative size of the light green circles corresponds to the number of the #sinabung users: 461 from the capital of the
Province, Medan; 38 from the nearest city, Kabanjahe; 20 from Berastagi; 10 from Pemaatang Siantar; and 3 from Binjai.

6.3.1 Risk Perception Communications via #sinabung by Citizens Living at the Edge of Disaster

In order to answer the second research question, we performed a social network analysis on this online social network triggered and formed by the 532 #sinabung users from North Sumatra Province where Mt. Sinabung had been predicted to erupt since 2013. They communicated using the #sinabung to respond to the unfolding disaster. Our analysis focused on uncovering the structure and connectivity among this online social network.
Figure 5 shows a social network graph. It provides us with the visualization of this online social network, which showed their risk perception communication flows. Figure 5 shows ten colored circles (ranging from yellow to brown) in different sizes to identify ten big nodes. The circle size in social network graph is determined by the number of (ten largest) followers who followed the ten big nodes’ tweets with the embedded #sinabung during the 1-month tweet data collection; from January 4, 2014 to February 4, 2014. Kumpulanmedan (shown by the brown circle), a known buzzer (a buzzer tweets for money) had the largest followers. All ten nodes are Indonesian individuals or organizations. In other words, the bigger node size indicates that the node has a greater number of followers. Figure 5 also identifies Karo_News, Kumpulanmedan, and Medanupdate in larger font size. The larger font size is determined by the higher value of in-degree centrality.

Figure 5: A Social Network Graph of the Online Social Network Formed by 532 #sinabung Users from North Sumatra Province.
a node level measurement in this social network diagram. In other words, the
larger font size of nodes indicates that they are central nodes from which commu-
nication links (shown by dotted lines) emanate to greater numbers of other nodes
in the social network graph. We found that Karo_News was the dominant central
node with greatest connections with both other nodes of various sizes. The bigger
font size indicates that the node has a greater in-degree follower. In-degree is a
measure used in social network analysis to identify a given node (e.g., a Twitter
account holder, a citizen or a government agency) is a core (or a star) defined by
many more communicative or productive activities or a peripheral defined by less
or no such activities. Higher value refers to the former and the lower value the
latter. Value is greater connections with other nodes in the online social network.
Overall, Karo_News had the greatest in-degree follower value in the online social
network, whereas Kumpulanmedan had the biggest number of followers.

It must be noted that while all of the three central nodes are Indonesian
organizations, none of them are governments at any levels. This indicates that
local governments at the edge of disaster as well as national and state govern-
ments at safe distances from the disaster were not leading risk perception com-
munications using Twitter as the long predicted and expected explosive volcano
eruptions were unfolding.

Table 4 below further affirms our observation that the government agen-
cies are not active #sinabug users. The list of the top 15 active #sinabung users is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Twitter User</th>
<th>Number of Followers</th>
<th>Number of In-degree Followers</th>
<th>Followers: In-degree Followers Ratio</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>karo_news</td>
<td>5240</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>Mass Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>kumpulanmedan</td>
<td>40,617</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>Buzzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>medanupdate</td>
<td>14,966</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>Buzzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>tongat17</td>
<td>725</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>tomyfernandes</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>liaabrahmana</td>
<td>639</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>imanuel_sitepu</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>arindameliaia</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>joeybangun</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>erwin_joy</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>anditarigan</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>dilapelawi</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>aldamantovani</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>khairanifatma</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>rifanta</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
showed in Table 4, who are ordered by their in-degree follower value. Of the top 15 active #sinabung users with the greatest in-degree follower, only @karo_news, @kumpulanmedan and @medanupdate had more than 1000 followers. This is not surprising since the online social network has only 532 unique #sinabung users. Other relatively big nodes, such as @medanplus, @adindadestyy, @benedion, and others, are not listed in Table 5 because they had much less in-degree follower values. In term of in-degree follower, @karo_news and @kumpulanmedan had the in-degree follower value of <100. This is evidenced in Figure 5 above, where Karo_News and Kumpulanmedan were showed with <100 communication links to other nodes. Of the top 15 active #sinabung users, the average in-degree follower values is 34.5. The average ratio between the number of followers and its in-degree follower is 2.5%. @kumpulanmedan and @medanupdate are two Twitter users with the lowest follower:in-degree ratio (0.3% and 0.4% respectively).

An analysis found that the 2745 Indonesian #sinabung users were geographically distributed widely. Importantly, 532 #sinabung users are found in North Sumatra province where Mt. Sinabung is located (see Figure 2). Another 58 #sinabung users (38 and 20, respectively) come from the two nearest cities: Kabanjahe and Berastagi.

The neighboring provinces, such as Aceh (Banda Aceh), Riau (Pekanbaru), West Sumatra (Padang), Jambi, Bengkulu, South Sumatra (Palembang) and Lampung, also had #sinabung users (31, 33, 25, 8, 3, 21 and 12, respectively). The combined total number of the #sinabung users, from the affected area and from its surrounding areas, is 665. This number exceeds 588 users from Jakarta, which is clear evidence that the public who live in and near the affected area show active concerns for or interests in the eruption and its impacts as those who live

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#sinabung User</th>
<th>Number of Followers</th>
<th>User Characteristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BBCBreaking</td>
<td>8,694,470</td>
<td>International media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detikcom</td>
<td>6,712,892</td>
<td>Indonesian media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBCWorld</td>
<td>5,540,423</td>
<td>International media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro_TV</td>
<td>4,982,616</td>
<td>Indonesian media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlennFredly</td>
<td>1,712,537</td>
<td>Artist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tifsembiring</td>
<td>711,490</td>
<td>Minister of ICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pak_JK</td>
<td>698,539</td>
<td>Head of Red Cross Indonesia, Former Vice President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudjiwotedjo</td>
<td>593,734</td>
<td>Artist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anjiii</td>
<td>583,354</td>
<td>Artist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detikhot</td>
<td>575,787</td>
<td>Indonesian media</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in Jakarta. Jakarta has been ranked as the world’s top city in terms of the number of tweets posted (Chatfield and Brajawidagda 2012). Against this, the previous studies on the government disaster agency use of Twitter for tsunami warnings found that the government agency’s Twitter followers were located dominantly in Jakarta and Bandung (Chatfield and Brajawidagda 2012; Chatfield et al. 2013).

### 6.3.2 The Indonesian Public’s Risk Perception Communications via Twitter

In order to further answer the second question we widened our analysis to include the 2745 Indonesian public, including the 532 living at the edge of Mt. Sinabung discussed above. We then performed another social network analysis on the 2745 unique Indonesian Twitter #sinabung users to uncover influencers that responded to their risk perceptions, their perceived risks and their perceived fairness of government mass evacuation policies, and their perceptions of government responsiveness to the unfolding disaster.

Table 5 below shows the top 10 big nodes which were determined by #sinabung users with the greater number of their tweet followers. A specific online social network triggered and formed by the use of the specific hashtag such as #sinabung can be seen with users sharing their risk perceptions, social concerns and perceived socio-economic impact risks directly related to the current affair of Mt. Sinabung volcanic eruptions. Within this, the ten biggest nodes in this larger online social network tend to represent active #sinabung users who have built and/or sustained the greater number of followers who follow their tweets during the 1 month from January 4 to February 4 2014, including the February 1 Mt. Sinabung volcanic eruption. Because of the greater number of followers, these big nodes are considered as socially or politically influential in having the latent power to influence their followers on a given topic or issue (Chatfield et al. 2013).

Importantly, as Table 5 below shows, some of them are well known “household names.” It appears that the Indonesian public tend to trust and follow their #sinabung tweets, but not the relatively unknown organizations which may post the greater number of #sinabung tweets. For example, on the one hand, Karo_News, a local mass media in Karo regency in which Mt. Sinabung is located, showed the greatest in-degree centrality, indicating the greatest connectivity or connection to other #sinabung users (or other nodes). On the other hand, the locally based Karo_News did not build or sustain the greatest number of followers, and hence it was not one of the 10 big nodes within the 2745 #sinabung users’ online social network during the unfolding disaster period observed and analyzed. Karo_News’ hazards and disaster risk tweets posted on the ground nearest the volcano mountain did not generate a greater number of followers vis-à-vis
that of BBCBreaking (an international media) or that of Metro_TV (a well-known Indonesian media), and hence not being listed in the Table 5 below. Therefore, the public's pre-existing familiarity with and trust in the well-known household names as their preferred disaster risk communicators seems to be an important factor for further discourse. This insight is consistent with empirical evidence found by Parent et al. (2005).

In summary, our research has generated the social network analysis findings on the structure and connectivity of this ad hoc online social network of the 5145 users of the specific hashtag #sinabung. These users consist of not only local citizens and organizations highly connected to the three Indonesian organizations, such as Karo_News located in Karo Regency near the hazardous volcanic mountain villages, but also the ten big nodes, including major international media (BBCBreaking, BBCWorld), Indonesian media (Detikcom, Metro_TV, Detikhot), politicians (tifsembiring, Pak_JK), artists (sudjiwotedjo and anjii) and a buzzer (Kumpulan Medan).

6.3.3 The Indonesian Public's Concerns Assessment through Trending Topics Related to the Disaster Risk

In order to better understand citizens' concerns, we investigated other hashtags the Twitter account holders used concurrently with #sinabung in a given tweet so as to identify other related issues of citizens' concerns or of further interests. We identified the top 20 issues associated with #sinabung and we classified these into four types:

- post-disaster sites or ongoing disaster risk locations (#Manado, #Indonesia, #Jakarta, #medan, #sumatra, #banjirJKT, #marapi and #raung)
- disaster terms (#volcano, #eruption)
- condolences and concerns for the affected (#prayforsinabung, #prayforkaro, #supportforsinabung, #event, #jogja and #pray)
- citizens' negative sentiments against Indonesia President Dr. Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono (known as “SBY”) (#unfollowSBY).

When Mt. Sinabung was erupting, Indonesia was struck by other natural disasters such as the floods in Manado and Jakarta. It also faced the increasing hazards and risk from Mt. Marapi (see Table 1) and Mt. Raung. In consequence, the use of the hashtags, such as #Manado, #Indonesia, #Jakarta, #medan, #sumatra, #banjirJKT, #marapi and #raung, represents the key trending topics of importance or of social concern in the minds of the hashtag #sinabung users. Other disaster hashtags, such as #volcano and #eruption, seem to highlight the public’s risk
perceptions from the volcanic eruptions. The public also expressed their condolences and concerns for the affected through the hashtag #prayforsinabung, #supportforsinabung, #pray and #prayforkaro. In the last hashtag, Karo is the name of the local Regency where Mt. Sinabung is located.

Meanwhile the #event and #jogja referred to the special event held by people in Jogja, where a concert was held to support the local residents affected by the Mt. Sinabung eruption. Jogja also faced the volcanic hazards and risk from the eruption of Mt. Merapi.

Finally, an interesting hashtag #unfollowSBY communicates the public anger or outcry against SBY, Indonesia President, who has repeatedly refused to declare a national disaster, maintaining his position that the Mt. Sinabung eruption was a local disaster which did not warrant the aid of the central government for the affected villagers. The #unfollowSBY users engaged in political campaigns to persuade the followers of SBY to stop following SBY tweets. This hashtag is a useful indicator of the declining external political efficacy defined as perceived government responsiveness (Parent et al. 2005) or as perceived fairness of government procedures and outcomes (Craig et al. 1990).

7 Discussion and Conclusion

In this article we have examined three inter-related research questions: (1) How does government use e-government websites and Twitter to communicate their risk perceptions as the disaster dynamically unfolds? (2) How do citizens living near the edge of disaster and the public at safe distances use Twitter hashtags to communicate their risk perceptions and concerns? And (3) How does (or can) the effective use of Twitter hashtags influence citizen-centric e-governance in risk communication and external political efficacy (or perceived government responsiveness and perceived fairness of government procedures and outcomes), especially under the uncertain and dynamically changing disaster conditions?

Furthermore, our Twitter analyses found evidence for the absence of government leadership in engaging and shaping the risk communications.

In contrast to the underwhelming use of Twitter by the governments, the Indonesian citizens used Twitter hashtag #sinabung more proactively and more innovatively in response to the evolving volcano eruptions. Here too, our social network analyses also found evidence for the absence of government engagement in risk perceptions communications and leadership in responding to the Indonesian public’s expressed concerns about the affected villages of Mt. Sinabung as a national-level disaster, hence requiring national disaster
declaration, which would mobilize disaster funds and resources to mount better disaster responses. One would have expected a more proactive and effective use of Twitter #sinabung by Indonesian governments at all levels in a nation where citizens have embraced the use of Twitter ahead of many other nations in the world.

In the remainder of this section we examine the third question raised in this article: How does (or can) the effective use of social media influence citizen-centric e-governance in risk communication and external political efficacy (or perceived government responsiveness and perceived fairness of government policies and procedures), especially under the uncertain and dynamically changing disaster conditions?

### 7.1 Citizen-Centric E-Governance

This paper presented a case study of Indonesian’s Mt. Sinabung eruption, which showed evidence for the lack of citizen-centric disaster risk communications on the part of the government. This finding is consistent with the dominant research approaches found in the volcanic hazards and risk literature, which are centrally concerned with the detection and the prediction of diverse types of volcanic hazards and risk.

The analysis of the government websites and Twitter hashtag indicated that the Indonesian government was using e-government as a one-directional risk communication tool to merely inform the public about a disaster situation. The literature on effective emergency management communication indicates that during the enfolding disaster, social media can be more effectively used when there is an increase in citizens’ interactions with government since the disaster situations most often dynamically and unpredictably change (Chatfield et al. 2014). As discussed in our Theoretical Foundations section, citizen-centric e-governance enables more involvement and engagement from citizens through digital means. Hence citizen-centric e-governance implemented by government would allow both the government and citizens to be better prepared and more adaptive to the rapid rate of changes in disaster situations. For governments that would implement citizen-centric e-governance, social media can be used effectively as a multi-directional risk communication tool to quickly and effectively share risk perceptions and disaster information with the public through online social networks. This has been witnessed recently with the use of social media to share information and dialogue during the recent natural disasters, including the 2012 Hurricane Sandy (Chatfield et al. 2014) and the 2013 Oklahoma tornado (Chatfield and Brajawidagda 2014). While we still need further social network
analysis on the tweet data we have collected during the data collection period, the critical examination of social media use by the affected local residents and the public in general seem to be useful towards the design of citizen-centric disaster risk communication vis-à-vis the current government-centric risk communication practice.

7.2 External Political Efficacy

External political efficacy, here defined as citizens’ perceived government responsiveness to their risk perceptions related timely information in the context of Indonesia’s Mt. Sinabung Eruption. For governments there is a need to closely examine and overcome the complex challenges in inter-agency coordination and clear cross-jurisdictional risk communications. In order to improve the current communication of the volcanic hazards and risks, social media and can be part of the solution.

In their study on a simulated evacuation exercise in the context of the potential hazards and risk from the Mt. Katla volcano eruption Bird et al. (2009: p. 263) concluded: “A positive public response during a volcanic crisis not only depends upon the public’s knowledge of the evacuation plan but also their knowledge and perception of the possible hazards. To improve the effectiveness of residents’ compliance with warning and evacuation messages it is important that emergency management officials understand how the public interpret their situation in relation to volcanic hazards and their potential response during a crisis and apply this information to the ongoing development of risk mitigation strategies.” In light of this conclusion and similar conclusions in the literature on volcanic hazards and risk, the alerts and warnings currently in use by the PVMBG needs to be examined for clearer risk communications to those who visit its website. After the 2005–2006 eruption of Augustine volcano in Alaska, the Alaska Volcano Observatory (AVO) improved its ongoing volcano hazards and risk communications to the public, the media, and the aviation community by updating its website information quality and near-real-time data, with more than 45 million web pages and approximately 5.5 terabytes of data (Adleman et al. 2010). Furthermore, the AVO developed and implemented a simple, color-coded risk assessment and risk communication on volcanic ash emissions: Green (normal); Yellow (signs of unrest); Orange (precursory unrest or minor ash eruption); and Red (major ash eruption imminent or underway). The efficacy of this color code system is evident since it is integrated into procedures of government agencies responsible for air-traffic management and aviation meteorology in Alaska (Guffanti and Miller 2013).
Historically external political ineffectiveness of political leaders in response to the rapidly unfolding natural or man-made disasters has proven detrimental to their political capital and political tenure. For example, the George W. Bush administration suffered from the criticism of the government responsiveness to disaster and leadership failures in government mandated mass evacuations in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina (US House of Representatives 2006). Similarly, Prime Minister Naota Kan in the aftermath of the 2011 Great East Japan Catastrophe resigned under the pressures due to his perceived failure to lead government responses to the enfolded nuclear power plant accidents (The Asahi Shimbun 2011). More recently, South Korean prime minister resigned over his government responsiveness to the ferry boat tragedy that killed many school children (The Sydney Morning Herald 2014). Significantly, Karo Regent Kena Ukur Karo Jambi Surbakti was dismissed by the Karo regency council due to his failure to lead the regency and the perceived poor government responsiveness to the unfolding disaster at Mt. Sinabung (Gunawan 2014). On the other hand, Campbell Newman, then Lord Mayor of Brisbane during the 2011 Queensland floods, decisively responded to the massive floods – despite the government-owned company mismanaged the release of the Wivenhoe dam water which contributed to the floods (ABC 2012), and built a high profile through his charismatic leadership. In March 2012 he won the state election as the 38th Premier of Queensland (Queensland Government 2012).

There are some limitations of this study that should be noted. This paper is limited in that the authors performed a social network analysis of the hashtag #sinabung. While we have captured 19,394 (or 24%) tweets out of the total 79,000 tweets posted using #sinabung during our data collection period of January 4 to February 4, 2014, the Twitter.com data policy and the use of Topsy.com preclude us from adopting a random sampling method. This research is limited in that we did not explore other communication flows besides Twitter and government websites to determine what role that social media had relative to local radio and/or television. In addition, in Indonesia a limited number of the population in the rural and farming communities as in the Mt. Sinabung area studied in this paper have access to the Internet and Twitter. Finally, we have not discussed in this paper the nature of the emergency, in which other non-digital means are also used to broadcast the emergency.

In terms of future research, perhaps trying to identify false or exaggerated tweets from citizens, their affect on citizens’ reaction, and examining ways to reduce or eliminate that potential conflict with official government notifications. Twitter can provide many benefits to citizens during disasters, but there can be issues with misinformation that could more fully be explored in future research. In addition, a qualitative study of perceptions and experiences of
citizens with respect to governmental communication would also be of value for future research. This research might involve focus groups or interviews with those most impacted by the disaster and their experiences could be carefully examined.
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